J M H BROADCAST SCHEDULE

JAPAN METEOROLOGICAL AGENCY–TOKYO

EFFECTIVE: 14th Mar. 2019

TOTAL TIME: 5040 MIN (84 HOURS)
TOTAL TIME OF ON-AIR BROADCAST: 5040 MIN (84 HOURS)

3622.5, 7795, 13988.5 (kHz)  F3C   WHITE:+400  BLACK:-400   5kW

**MANAM**

- **0000** FSAS04 12 RETRANSMISSION OF 2000
- **0020** FSAS09 12 SURFACE PRESSURE, PRECIPITATION PROGNOSIS (96 HOUR)
- **0040** FSAS12 12 SURFACE PRESSURE, PRECIPITATION PROGNOSIS (120 HOUR)
- **0103** ASAS 12 SURFACE PRESSURE, PRECIPITATION PROGNOSIS
- **0110** ASAS 00 METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PICTURE
- **0130** STPN 12 RETRANSMISSION OF 1019
- **0150** WTAS12 00 TROPICAL CYCLONE FORECAST
- **0210** SOPO 12 SEA SURFACE CURRENT, WATER TEMPERATURE
- **0229** SOPO 90 VERTICAL P-VELOCITY PROGNOSIS (36 HOUR)
- **0240** ASAS 00 SURFACE ANALYSIS
- **0300** COPQ1 00 SEA SURFACE WATER TEMPERATURE
- **0320** ASAS 00 THE FIRST RETRANSMISSION OF 0240
- **0340** MANAM 12 JMH BROADCAST SCHEDULE AND MANUAL AMENDMENTS
- **0400** WTAS12 00 RETRANSMISSION OF 0150
- **0421** WTAS12 00 OCEAN WAVE ANALYSIS
- **0440** WTAS12 00 COASTAL WAVE ANALYSIS
- **0459** AUAS50 00 500HPA HEIGHT, TEMPERATURE, DEW POINT DEPRESSION PROGNOSIS (36 HOUR)
- **0518** AUAS50 00 850HPA HEIGHT, TEMPERATURE, DEW POINT DEPRESSION PROGNOSIS (36 HOUR)
- **0537** FSFE502 00 850HPA HEIGHT, VORTICITY PROGNOSIS (24 HOUR)
- **0548** FSAS24 00 SURFACE PRESSURE, WIND, FOG, ICING, SEA ICE PROGNOSIS (24 HOUR)
- **0630** FSAS04 00 SURFACE PRESSURE, PRECIPITATION PROGNOSIS (72 HOUR)
- **0651** FWPN 00 OCEAN WAVE PROGNOSIS (24 HOUR)
- **0710** ASAS 06 METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PICTURE
- **0730** FWPN 00 COASTAL WAVE ANALYSIS
- **0750** WTAS12 06 TROPICAL CYCLONE FORECAST
- **0809** FSFE502 00 850HPA HEIGHT, VORTICITY PROGNOSIS (36 HOUR)
- **0820** FSAS48 00 SURFACE PRESSURE, WIND, ICING, SEA ICE PROGNOSIS (48 HOUR)
- **0840** ASAS 06 SURFACE ANALYSIS
- **0900** WTAS12 06 RETRANSMISSION OF 0750
- **0920** ASAS 06 THE FIRST RETRANSMISSION OF 0840
- **0940** FSAS04 00 RETRANSMISSION OF 0630
- **1000** FSAS07 00 RETRANSMISSION OF 0630
- **1020** FSAS48 00 RETRANSMISSION OF 0820
- **1040** FSAS24 00 RETRANSMISSION OF 0548
- **1100** FWPN 00 OCEAN WAVE PROGNOSIS (12, 24, 48, 72 HOUR)
- **1119** ANJP 00 RETRANSMISSION OF 0421
- **1140** FWPN 00 RETRANSMISSION OF 0440
- **1220** FWPN 00 OCEAN WAVE PROGNOSIS (12, 24, 48, 72 HOUR)
- **1240** FXFE572 00 850HPA TEMPERATURE, DEW POINT DEPRESSION PROGNOSIS (36 HOUR)

**CONTENT OF CHART**

1) IN CASE OF TROPICAL CYCLONE.
2) EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
3) ON THE 20TH AND 21ST.
4) EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY (SEASONAL).
5) EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY (SEASONAL).

**RETRANSMISSION: AT 0130 ON THE NEXT DAY.**